Editorial

Preserving Company Culture is Critical for Buyout Firms
Despite a shaky equity market in
which funds have dried up and loans
are hard to come by, private equity ﬁrms
and investment banks are digging up
cash to invest in our industry.
For some, the cycling industry is attractive because it oﬀers a solution to
transportation and environmental issues. Lehman Brothers Merchant Banking invested in SRAM in part because it
ﬁt its philosophical approach to invest in

companies that address climate change.
For others, the cycling business creates its own appeal, as was the case when
a group of cycling enthusiasts created a
private equity ﬁrm to purchase Titus
Cycles earlier this year.
A cash infusion can boost promising
but undercapitalized companies and
give them the resources to tap into the
social and economic trends currently
favoring cycling.

But with new capital comes higher
performance expectations. Investment
groups often set short-term proﬁt goals
in order to turn around and sell a company for a healthy gain. And private
equity ﬁrms are notoriously impatient,
ready to slash jobs and cut expenses if
those goals aren’t immediately met.
In the quest for higher proﬁt margins
and satisfying investor payouts, outside
investors have the potential to lose sight

of what interested them in a company.
In the case of many bike businesses,
it’s an entrepreneurial company culture
fueled by people who are passionate
about their products and their business.
Preserving the unique culture of a
company is critical, especially when
merging it with another company. Investors need to be careful not to strip
away the core values and principles that
made a company worth owning.

Guest Editorial

The Time Has Come for Electric-Powered Two Wheelers
BY ED BENJAMIN
“The bikes are all pre-sold before the
containers leave China. We are having
trouble getting enough.” —An e-bike
company sales manager last month
Things have changed.
Electric bikes have a miserable history in the U.S. independent bicycle
dealer. They have been around since
1994. Historically, performance sucks,
quality sucks, reliability sucks and they
are heavy. The companies that sell them
have had a miserable history as well with
high-proﬁle failures. Most of the “normal” bike companies have tried e-bikes
and backed away in the late 90s.
Most IBD staﬀ doesn’t want a motor.
They are enthusiasts with big quads. Intuitively, e-bikes seem wrong to them.
However, more than half of all Americans are fat, sedentary and regard all
motors as a good thing.

E-bikes have a number of forces pushing them to success: Cost of fuel (E-bike
dealers and makers are among the few
folks who smile every time oil goes up);
traﬃc congestion (two wheels are better
than four); and growing concern about
carbon footprint for individuals.
E-bikes are getting better. Performance, reliability and margins are all
getting better.
E-bike biz in China will be 21 million
pieces this year. In July, an oﬃcial in
China reported a 30 percent increase in
sales per week due to fuel prices.
E-bike sales are more than 300,000
pieces in Japan, more than 300,000 in
India, more than 200,000 in Europe and
more than 100,000 in the United States.
Yes, really. That is up from zero in 1993,
and not much in 2002.
The United States has been the laggard in this business. And e-bikes are

not for all U.S. markets. But they represent a great opportunity.
Many of today’s IBDs do not remember the good old days when a bike was
too heavy to ship by UPS, too diﬃcult
for a consumer to assemble, and needed
constant repairs. In those days, a bike
shop made half of its gross on service—
at a much higher margin. E-bikes oﬀer a
return, in some ways, to that time.
E-bikes are heavy and not easy to
sell over the Internet. They need a local
dealer, and they need service. Test rides
are necessary. They also use up tires,
brake shoes and batteries—because the
consumer puts more miles on them!
IBDs have introduced new product
categories before. Mountain bikes, BMX,
freestyle bikes, Airdynes, Oakley sunglasses, PowerBars, Lycra shorts, foam
helmets. And all of these met resistance
from IBDs and staﬀ in the beginning.

IBDs have the knowledge, tools and
parts to repair most e-bike problems.
And can easily learn to diagnose and
repair e-bike electrical systems. Frankly,
they are easier than most bike repairs.
IBDs do not market to the group that
buys e-bikes, but those buyers still look
for e-bikes in IBDs ﬁrst.
IBDs can become the channel for
electric-powered two wheelers. Such vehicles are becoming one of the most important products of this century. It’s like
having the chance to become the Ford
dealer in your town—back in 1910.
The strongest muscle in your body,
says my jujitsu sensei, is your brain. Not
the quads.
Ed Benjamin is an ex bike racer, ex
IBD, ex e-bike importer, and unﬂagging
cheerleader and optimist on e-bikes. He
now runs Benjamin Consulting.
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